LAX Departure Flows

Flight tracks showing the LAX southbound jet and turboprop flows.
Number of Aircraft

- These totals were recorded for a random day and include southbound aircraft only.

- Total Turboprops = 97
  - Onshore Flow = 43
  - Offshore Flow = 54

- Total Jets = 343
LAX departure flows. Partial days traffic. Alignment of tracks on map is not exact.

- **Red** = 00-50
- **Orange** = 50-100
- **Green** = 100-130
- **Blue** = 130-150
- **Purple** = 150-999

**Jet Flow**

**Turboprop Flow**
LAX departure flows. Full days traffic. Jet departures only. Alignment of tracks on map is not exact. Red = 00-100
LAX departure flows.
3-05-03 8:00-8:50AM.
Alignment of tracks on map is not exact.
Red = 00-50
Orange = 50-100
Green = 100-150
Blue = 150-200
Purple = 200+
LAX departure flows.  
3-5-03 8:00-8:50AM.  
Jet departures only.  
Alignment of tracks on map is not exact.  
Red = 00-50  
Orange = 50-100  
Green = 100-150  
Blue = 150-200  
Purple = 200+
LAX departure flows.
3-5-03 8:00-8:50AM.
Jet departures only.
Alignment of tracks on map is not exact.
Red = 00-100
LAX departure flows.
3-05-03 8:00-8:50AM.
Turboprops only.
Alignment of tracks on map is not exact.
THANK YOU!!!